Abstract-We consider a combinatorial optimization problem in passive In-Building Distributed Antenna Systems (IB-DAS) deployment for indoor mobile broadband service. These systems have a tree topology, in which a central base station is connected to a number of antennas located at tree leaves via cables represented by the tree edges. Each inner node corresponds to a power equipment, of which the available types differ in the number of output ports and/or by power gain at the ports. This paper focuses on the equipment selection problem that amounts to, for a given passive DAS tree topology, selecting a power equipment type for each inner node and assigning the outgoing edges of the node to the equipment ports. The performance metric is the power deviation at the antennas from the target values. We consider as objective function the minimization of either the total or the largest power deviation over all antennas. Our contributions are the development of exact pseudo-polynomial time algorithms and (additive) fully-polynomial time approximation schemes for both objectives. Numerical results are provided to illustrate the algorithms. We also extend some results to account for equipment cost.
LONG the evolution of mobile communication technologies and user applications, in-building demand on network access is experiencing a substantial increase. Today, up to 80 percent of the mobile network traffic is generated by in-building users [9] . The trend is expected to escalate with the introduction of Long Term Evolution (LTE). Hence deploying dedicated systems to provide inbuilding coverage and capacity [5] , [12] is a key step towards ubiquitous service.
Deploying a dedicated in-building system requires performance engineering. The goal is to optimize the in-building network for high bandwidth and resource efficiency, while avoiding performance degradation to spectrumshared outdoor systems [13] , [22] . One of the emerging solutions for serving indoor traffic is the use of In-Building Distributed Antenna Systems (IB-DAS). In this paper, we consider passive DAS (P-DAS) that does not require active electronic components. A typical P-DAS consists of a central base station (BS) connected to a number of antennas with a tree topology, as depicted in Fig. 1 . The BS corresponds to the tree root, and is the power source of all the antennas, which are the tree leaves. Each non-leaf node represents the location of a power equipment (a splitter or tap 1 ), which divides the incoming signal over two or more output ports. The connections between the nodes, i.e., the edges of the tree, are implemented using cables. Given a tree topology, the output power of an antenna can be computed from the output power of the BS (in logarithmic scale) by subtracting the signal loss over each edge and inner node in the unique path from the BS to the antenna. The signal loss over an edge is determined by the cable type and length. The signal loss due to an inner node is determined by the corresponding equipment type, and, if the equipment's ports have non-uniform power coefficients, by the output port used.
The output powers of the antennas form a key performance consideration. High output powers improve coverage and, to some extent, capacity. From an interference viewpoint, however, excessive output power should be avoided [22] . Typically, target powers of antennas are specified based on this tradeoff, taking into account building characteristics and locations of user demand [3] . It may not be feasible to meet exactly the target powers, however, because there is no active electronic component in P-DAS, and consequently the actual output power is determined by topology and equipment selection for the inner nodes. The resulting performance metric is the power deviation at each antenna, that is, the absolute difference between the output power and the target power. On the cost side, the performance considerations include the expenditure of introducing and installing antennas and cable connections.
There are many design and optimization variables for radio access and infrastructure support for deploying and operating a P-DAS system. At the infrastructure side, the decisions include topology and equipment selection. In this paper, we focus on the P-DAS equipment selection problem, motived by the following facts.
First, solving the problem arises in a decomposition approach in P-DAS deployment, namely topology planning followed by equipment selection. The approach is justified by the high complexity of the joint problem, for which scalability is prohibiting for obtaining reasonable solutions (by, e.g., integer programming [9] ) for large-scale scenarios. Indeed, current DAS planning tools, such as [15] , do follow the decomposition approach. In this case, the optimization process consists in generating and evaluating a large number of candidate topology solutions, for each of which equipment selection has to be carried out. For such planning tools, time-efficient solution of equipment selection is essential. Second, and more importantly, equipment selection is the major performance engineering instrument for re-optimization in the operational phase of P-DAS. A P-DAS has to undergo re-optimization for adapting to changes in user location and demand profile, resulting in adjustments of the antenna power targets. Re-optimization must not be costly, as it may have to take place rather frequently. On the infrastructure side, changing the topology (i.e., re-wiring cables) for the new power targets is not a preferable solution as it incurs high cost expenditure. In contrast, equipment re-selection and reconfiguration is much more apt to re-optimization, because re-installing equipment at the present locations and connecting their ports require little effort.
By the above motivations, the equipment selection problem for IB-DAS deserves a thorough study in its own right. To the best of our knowledge, there is no tractability, approximation, or algorithmic results for this problem, toward which the current paper contributes.
The input to the equipment selection problem consists of the following three parts.
network topology in form of a rooted tree, where the root is the BS, and the leaves are antennas; power specification, namely BS power and the target power at each antenna; a set of compatible power equipment types for each inner node. Given the input above, our optimization task is to select one equipment type for each inner node, and assign the equipment's ports to the outgoing edges connecting the node to its children in the tree. The performance objective, as was mentioned earlier, is the deviation of the antenna power, which is induced by equipment selection, from the target values. We consider both the minimization of the maximum (min-max) and the total (min-sum) power deviation among all the antennas. In Section 3, we formalize further the problem by means of mathematical notation. Fig. 2 provides an illustrative example of the equipment selection problem with four inner nodes and eight antennas. The number of ports of the inner nodes is either two or three. The BS output power is 0 dBm, and the power target equals À30 dBm for all antennas. Equipment types and their port gains (in dB) are shown in Fig. 2a . The values are negative as they represent attenuation. The amount of attenuation caused by cables is a constant for each antenna, and for this example the value is considered zero. For the performance objective of maximum deviation from the target Fig. 1 . Schematic illustration of a P-DAS (left), with a base station connected to the antennas by means of coaxial cables and power splitters and taps. The resulting network topology is the rooted tree depicted on the right. powers, Fig. 2b shows a sub-optimal solution; the maximum deviation is 14 dBm. The global optimum, of which the maximum deviation is only 4 dBm, is illustrated in Fig. 2c . The optimum differs from the solution in Fig. 2b in the selection of equipment type at two nodes, and the port assignment of the other two nodes.
From the above illustration, equipment selection for P-DAS falls into the domain of combinatorial optimization, as both the selection of equipment at each inner node as well as the assignment of ports to the outgoing edges involve discrete choice, and the number of possible port assignments is exponential in the number of edges. For a combinatorial optimization problem, theoretical insights of tractability and approximability, as well as algorithmic notions derived from the theoretical results are key aspects for problem solution. These aspects form the core of our study. Specifically, we present the following contributions for the equipment selection problem with both objectives. First, we prove that the problem is weakly NP-hard, even if the topology is a path. Second, we develop exact pseudopolynomial-time algorithms. Our analysis of algorithm complexity identifies the node degree and the range of possible power levels as the crucial parameters in the time required for global optimality. Third, we derive additive fully polynomial-time approximation schemes (FPTAS), enabling approximate solutions with progressively improving quality. Numerical results are provided to illustrate algorithm performance. Finally, we extend our results to account for installation costs.
LITERATURE REVIEW
There has been a significant amount of work measuring the potential and benefits of IB-DAS. In [24] , extensive signal propagation measurements have been conducted to serve as a basis for assessing IB-DAS capacity. For high-speed downlink packet access (HSDPA), measurements of IB-DAS performance are presented in [16] to provide guidelines for system deployment, showing that IB-DAS can provide better capacity and coverage in comparison to the use of pico-cells. Moreover, the study in [16] reveals that sufficient coverage, which is strongly related to antenna output power, is the key factor in planning IB-DAS with HSDPA. Measurement-based coverage and capacity analysis for IB-DAS with universal mobile telecommunication system (UMTS) is provided in [7] . In [4] , the authors focus on the energy efficiency aspect of an IB-DAS architecture. The simulation results demonstrate that IB-DAS has superior energy efficiency over an all-wireless system combining macro-cells and femto-cells.
Performance engineering of IB-DAS has been studied in several papers. In [1] , the authors study spectral efficiency in respect to the number of antennas, subject to interference between antenna elements at different floors. For a similar setting, joint signal processing with interference cancellation is investigated in [2] . A mathematical channel model for indoor propagation of high building is proposed in [19] , [20] . The model as well as system simulations have been used to analytically and numerically characterize the achievable rate of IB-DAS. For a given IB-DAS topology, algorithms for transmission scheduling and resource coordination among the antennas are presented in [23] . For a comprehensive treatment of system specification and common engineering practices of deploying IB-DAS, we refer to the textbook by Tolstrup [25] .
For mathematical optimization of IB-DAS deployment, an integer programming formulation for determining the cabling and equipment is presented in [9] , with the primary objective of reducing cable cost. Due to the nature of integer programming, the approach admits solutions for relatively small scenarios only. In [3] , the authors formulate the optimization problem of optimally locating the antennas and setting their output powers (which form part of the input to the problem we study) for coverage and interference avoidance. A simulated annealing algorithm is proposed and evaluated by comparing the results to that of uniform power.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
We represent an IB-DAS by triplet T ¼ ðr; V; AÞ, where ðV; AÞ is a directed tree with root r 2 V . We denote by n ¼ jV j the total number of nodes. Given T , let N v ¼ fw 2 V : ðv; wÞ 2 Ag be the set of children of node v 2 V , V L ¼ fv 2 V : N v ¼ ;g be the set of leaf nodes, and V I ¼ V n V L be the inner, non-leaf nodes. In P-DAS, the BS is directly connected to a single inner node, thus we can omit the BS, and assume that the tree is rooted at that inner node. The effect of omitting the BS can be compensated by adapting the target powers at the leaves.
For each node v 2 V , we denote by T v the subtree of T rooted at v. The depth of a node v 2 V is its distance from the tree root, and is equal to the number of nodes in the (unique) path connecting r to v in T . The path is denoted by Mðr; vÞ.
An equipment type is characterized by the number of output ports and by the power gain of each port. Throughout the paper, we assume that the power data, i.e., power values as well as power gains, are defined upon an appropriate logarithmic scale so as to make all coefficient integrals. Note that this is equivalent to assuming data rationality. For the sake of generality, we allow both negative (attenuation) and positive (amplification) power gains, although P-DAS power equipment types always have negative gains.
A power equipment can be installed at an inner node v 2 V I only if the number of output ports equals the number of outgoing arcs from v. All equipment types compatible with v 2 V I have thus jN v j output ports, which we index by the set L v ¼ f1; . . . ; jN v jg. These equipment types differ in their power settings. We define a compatible equipment for v 2 V I by a port-gain mapping g : L v ! Z, associating to each port 2 L v a corresponding power gain gðÞ 2 Z. We assume for each node v 2 V I , the problem input contains a specific set G v of compatible equipments, each described by a port-gain mapping. While compatibility is typically only determined by the number of ports, defining a node-individual set of compatible equipments allows more generality in modeling. We denote by m ¼ max v2V I jG v j the maximum number of compatible equipment types among all inner nodes.
A port assignment for a node v 2 V I is a bijection p : N v ! L v , assigning to each child node w 2 N v , and hence to each arc ðv; wÞ 2 A, a corresponding port index pðwÞ 2 L v . Therefore, an equipment solution is a tuple s ¼ ðg v ; p v Þ v2V I , specifying for each node v 2 V I the chosen compatible equipment g v 2 G v and port assignment p v .
Thus, given an equipment solution s ¼ ðg v ; p v Þ v2V I , for each node v 2 V I the gain of the port used by the connection to a child w 2 N v is equal to g v ðp v ðwÞÞ. For the given tree T , let p v 2 Z be the target power for each leaf node v 2 V L , and let p be the power of the BS. Moreover, let g a 2 Z be the power gain for each arc a 2 A, which in a P-DAS is negative due to signal loss over the cables.
Throughout the paper, the term output power of a node refers to the power level prior to the loss due to the node's equipment. Given an equipment solution s ¼ ðg v ; p v Þ v2V I , the output power p 
The performance metrics we consider are the maximum power deviation DðsÞ ¼ Dðs; rÞ and the total power deviation SðsÞ ¼ Sðs; rÞ. The two resulting minimization problems are denoted min-max and min-sum, respectively, and are formalized as follows.
Input: A rooted tree T ¼ ðr; V; AÞ, a compatible equipment set G v for each inner node v 2 V I , a target power
Goal: Minimize DðsÞ for min-max, and minimize SðsÞ for min-sum. Table 1 provides a summary of the notation introduced in this section. For the sake of simplicity, in the remainder of the paper we assume p ¼ 0 and g a ¼ 0 for all a 2 A. The assumptions do not cause any loss of generality, because the original values can be accounted for by simply shifting the target powers.
PROBLEM COMPLEXITY
Before considering solution algorithms, we formalize the complexity of the equipment selection problem for both objectives. The results and proofs are provided below. Lemma 1. Both min-max and min-sum are weakly NP-hard, even if T is a path.
Proof. The proof uses a reduction from the SUBSET-SUM problem [10] . In SUBSET-SUM, we are given h integers q 1 ; . . . ; q h 2 N and an integer b 2 N. The problem asks for a binary vector x 2 f0; 1g h for which
Given an instance of SUBSET-SUM, consider T of h þ 2 nodes r; 1; 2; . . . ; h þ 1, and h þ 1 arcs forming a path from r to h þ 1. The leaf node h þ 1 is an antenna. As nodes 1; . . . ; h have only one outgoing arc, it suffices to specify a compatible equipment type by one power coefficient. For each of the arcs in the sequence ð1; 2Þ; ð2; 3Þ; . . . ; ðh; h þ 1Þ, there are two compatible equipment types with one output port. The power coefficients are 0 and q v for arc ðv; v þ 1Þ; v ¼ 1; . . . ; h. Setting the target power at the node h þ 1 for both min-max and min-sum to b, there is a solution with zero deviation if and only if the SUB-SET-SUM instance is satisfiable, and the theorem follows.
t u In the proof above, the candidate equipment type is constrained to be node-specific. That is, the equipment with coefficient q v is eligible at an inner node v but not for an inner node w 6 ¼ v, although both have one outgoing arc. In the following, we prove that the complexity conclusion remains without this restriction. Rooted tree representing an in-building P-DAS topology n Number of nodes, i.e., n ¼ jV j V L Set of leaves (antennas)
Set of children of inner node v 2 V I Mðr; vÞ
The unique path connecting r to node v p Output power of the root
Port-gain mapping representing a compatible equipment for v 2 V I gðÞ
The port gain given by g for port G v Set of compatible equipments for inner node v, each represented by a port-gain mapping m Maximum number of compatible equipments over all inner nodes, i.e., m ¼ max
Bijection that maps the children of inner node v to its ports
A complete solution of equipment selection Theorem 1. Both min-max and min-sum are weakly NP-hard, even if all inner nodes have the same set of compatible equipment types.
Proof. To prove this, we use a reduction from the integer version of SUBSET-SUM (ISS). The problem asks for an integer vector x 2 N h for which P h i¼1 q i x i ¼ b. We can assume without loss of generality that no integer q i is divisible with any other integer q j with j 6 ¼ i, as otherwise q j could be removed. Given an instance of ISS, we define g i ¼ blog 2 b q i c and denote by G i the set of integers going between 0 and g i for each i 2 H where H ¼ f1; . . . ; hg. We then construct a path T as follows. There
The first node is root r. For each i 2 H and j 2 G i , nodes v i;0 , v i;1 ; . . . ; v i;g i are defined. Finally, there is a sink node (i.e., the antenna), denoted by v hþ1;0 . The path starts at r that has a single arc to v 1;0 . For each i 2 H and j 2 G i , we add arc ðv i;j ; v i;jþ1 Þ if j < g i , otherwise ðv i;j ; v iþ1;0 Þ is added. The resulting graph is a directed path leading the root r to the sink v hþ1;0 . We set the target power of the sink to b. The set of compatible equipment types for all inner nodes has P i2H g i þ 1 elements. The equipment types all have one output port but differ in their power gains. Specifically, the set of power gains is f2
We provide an illustrative example of path T used in the proof in Fig. 3 . Consider the ISS instance
c ¼ 2; 1; 1, for i ¼ 1; 2, and 3, respectively. Hence the sets G 1 ¼ f0; 1; 2g, G 2 ¼ f0; 1g, and G 3 ¼ f0; 1g, and thus the path has nine nodes in total. The inner nodes consist in three segments with three, two, and two nodes, respectively, corresponding to the three items in the ISS instance. All inner nodes share a common pool of single-port equipment types, of which the gain options form the set f2 j q i ; j 2 G i ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; 3g. Finally, the target power value is the right-hand side of the ISS instance.
Given a feasible ISS solution x, there is a solution s ¼ ðg v Þ v2V I with zero deviation, by setting g v ð1Þ ¼ 2 j q i if the jth digit of the binary encoding of x i is non-zero, and g v ð1Þ ¼ 0 otherwise, for each inner node v ¼ v i;j ; i 2 H; j 2 G i . Conversely, assume that s ¼ ðg v Þ v2V I is a solution with zero deviation, and let V i ðsÞ be the set of nodes for
Hence there is a one-to-one correspondence between feasible solutions of ISS and equipment selection with zero deviation, and the theorem follows.
t u
In the remainder of this paper we develop pseudopolynomial-time and exact algorithms (Section 5), as well as polynomial-time and approximation schemes (Section 6). Moreover, a greedy algorithm is considered in Section 7. Because the optimum of min-max and min-sum can attain value zero, no multiplicative approximation factor can be guaranteed in general. Our goal of solution approximation is to derive algorithms with an additive approximation factor, or a combination of additive and multiplicative factors. To express pseudopolynomiality, we define the following lower and upper bounds on the value of signed deviation: 
Note that the values also set the range of possible power levels of the nodes in any solution to min-max and min-sum. In addition, the bounds apply to the partial solutions defined on a subtree T v in which v has zero input power. We define V ¼ fl; . . . ; ug, which is the set of integers within the range defined by the two bounds, and U ¼ jVj. Note that U is bounded by a polynomial in n, m, and the power data.
PSEUDOPOLYNOMIAL-TIME ALGORITHMS
The key notion of our algorithmic design is labeling. We keep for each node v 2 V I a set L v of unique labels. A label ' 2 L v represents a partial equipment selection solution for the subtree T v , treating v as the root. For min-max, a label ' 2 L v is a pair of integers ðl; uÞ, with l u. For min-sum, a label ' 2 L v is a function ' : V ! N, with the notational convention that 'ðxÞ ¼ 0 if x = 2 V. In the sequel, we use fð'; pÞ to denote the objective function value, i.e., maximum or total power deviation, induced by label ' 2 L v , assuming that v has power p.
Property 1 (min-max). If the power of the node v equals p, for any p 2 V, then every label ' ¼ ðl; uÞ 2 L v corresponds to a partial solution for T v for which all signed deviations are between l À p and u À p with both extremes attained, giving maximum deviation fð'; pÞ ¼ maxfjl À pj; ju À pjg for the subtree T v .
Property 2 (min-sum). If the power of the node v equals p, for any p 2 V, then every label ' 2 L v with ' : V ! N corresponds to a partial solution for T v for which there are exactly 'ðdÞ leaves in T v with signed deviation d À p, giving a total deviation of fð'; pÞ ¼ P d2V jd À pj'ðdÞ for the subtree T v . For min-max, one has l l u u for any label ' ¼ ðl; uÞ, so that ' 2 V Â V. For min-sum, a simple way of representing a label ' : V ! N is a vector of U entries, one for each value in V. One can however observe that for any label ' 2 L v of a node v, P d2V 'ðdÞ is precisely the number of leaves in T v . Therefore, labels can have a compact representation in form of a list of pairs ðd; 'ðdÞÞ, one for each d 2 V for which 'ðdÞ > 0. This observation allows for improving the running time, but for the sake of simplicity and clarity it is not taken into account in the algorithm analysis.
We proceed with two steps of algorithmic development. We first consider a basic algorithm, given in Algorithm 1, that runs in pseudopolynomial time for trees with bounded degree. Then we derive an improved algorithm of pseudopolynomial time complexity for arbitrary instances. 
for all v 2 V I with non-increasing depth do 3:
Denote by w 1 ; . . . ; w k the children of v, with
for all ð'
Add
; p v Þ ¼ 0 for both min-max and min-sum. The algorithm then processes the inner nodes in a bottom-up order, that is, by non-decreasing depth (with arbitrary tie resolution). For each inner node, two steps are performed. First, the algorithm accumulates labels in a set L 0 v , creating a label for each combination of compatible equipment, port assignment, and choice of label for each child. Label generation is performed through COMBI-NELABELS, which is described in Algorithm 2 for min-max and in Algorithm 3 for min-sum. In both cases, the shifting by AEgðpðwÞÞ is due to the fact that the algorithm proceeds in a bottom-up fashion. Next, the algorithm generates label set L v by choosing from L 0 v a label for each possible value of output power at v. Namely, for each p 2 V, the algorithm adds to L v a label ' 2 L 0 v that minimizes fð'; pÞ. The key idea is that, if Property 1 is satisfied, this label corresponds to an optimal solution for the subtree T v if v attains power p. The root node is the last node processed. As the root node has zero output power, the algorithm finally returns the value of a label ' 2 L v that minimizes fð'; 0Þ, which is an optimal solution. In the following, we prove that the labels generated by Algorithm 1 indeed respect Property 1. t u Using Lemma 2, we are able to prove the optimality of Algorithm 1. The result, along with the running time of the algorithm, is formalized hereafter. Theorem 2. Algorithm 1 returns in time Oðnðmk!U k c 1 þ U 2 c 2 ÞÞ the optimum of the equipment selection problem, where k ¼ max v2V I jN v j is the maximum node out-degree, c 1 is the running time for a call to COMBINELABELS and c 2 is the time for evaluating fð'; pÞ for a label ' and a value p 2 V.
Proof. The running time analysis is straightforward by inspecting the Algorithm 1, and noting that there are at most k! possible port assignments, and that jL v j U for every node v. , and the only labels for which this property may be lost are those corresponding to nodes preceding v in the path Mðr; vÞ. Repeating the procedure, we eventually obtain a solutionŝ for which fð'ŝ r ; 0Þ fð' s r ; 0Þ and 'ŝ r 2 L r , contradicting the assumption fð' s r ; 0Þ < ALG, and the theorem follows.
t u By Theorem 2, Algorithm 1 solves min-max and min-sum in pseudopolynomial time for any instance with bounded out-degree. Our next algorithm, of which a formal description is given in Algorithm 4, extends the labeling idea for solving arbitrary instances in pseudopolynomial time. The idea is to directly generate optimal labels. More precisely, for each node v 2 V I , Algorithm 4 considers all combinations of potential output power values p 2 V and compatible equipment types g 2 G v . For each combination of p and g, the algorithm generates a single label through a routine called OPTLABEL. This routine finds a port assignment p and a label selection ð' w 1 ; . . . ; ' w k Þ 2 L w 1 Â Á Á Á Â L w k for which fð'; pÞ is minimized, for ' ¼ CombineLabelsðg; p; ' w 1 ; . . . ; ' w k Þ. Therefore, if g is installed at v and v has output power p, this label represents an optimal solution for the subtree T v . For each output power p 2 V, the best label among all possible equipment types g 2 G v is then added to L v .
Algorithm 4. OptEquipment2
Input: T ¼ ðr; V; AÞ,
for all v 2 V I with non-increasing depth do 3: Denote by w 1 ; . . . ; w k the children of v, with
fð'; pÞ 10: return min '2L r fð'; 0Þ
As for COMBINELABELS, OPTLABEL is different for min-max and min-sum. For the former, it requires solving a bottleneck linear assignment problem, while for the latter it involves the solution of a linear assignment problem. Formally, we construct a bipartite graph with node set composed of the output ports L v on one side and the child nodes N v on the other. For each 2 L v and w 2 N v , we add an edge ð; wÞ with weight min '2L w fð'; p þ gðÞÞ. This edge weight corresponds to the optimal objective function contribution from the leaves in T w if node v attains power level p and the edge ðv; wÞ gets assigned to port .
An example of the graph construction for min-max is given in Fig. 4 , for a node v with given equipment (in form of a port-gain mapping) g 2 G v under consideration. Node v has two ports. The child nodes are w 1 and w 2 , each having two labels. In the constructed bipartite graph, the two ports are represented by two separate nodes (indexed one and two in the illustration), each having its edges to w 1 and w 2 . The edge weights are set to min '2L w fð'; p þ gðÞÞ, with 2 f1; 2g and w 2 fw 1 ; w 2 g. For instance, for i ¼ 1 and w ¼ w 1 , the first label leads to maxfj À 9 À ðÀ1 À 7Þj; j À 3 À ðÀ1À 7Þjg ¼ 5, and the second label leads to maxfj À 5 À ðÀ1À 7Þj; j À 1À ðÀ1 À 7Þjg ¼ 7 (see the definition of label of minmax at the beginning of this section and Property 1). Hence the edge weight is set to minf5; 7g ¼ 5. Other edge weights are obtained following the same line of computation. In the figure, the optimum for the bottleneck assignment problem for min-max is represented by the thick edges. For min-sum, the structure of this bipartite graph remains, with the only difference that the weights are set based on total power deviation (see Property 1 for min-sum).
Given the bipartite graph, the assignments minimizing the maximum weight and total weight are optimal for min-max and min-sum, respectively The former can be solved in time Oðk 2:5 logkÞ by binary search (see e.g. [8] and the references therein) and the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm [14] . The latter can be solved in time Oðk 3 Þ with the Jonker-Volgenant algorithm for the linear assignment problem [18] . The correctness and complexity of Algorithm 4 is a direct consequence of the correctness of Algorithm 1, considering that the set of labels L v generated by both algorithms has the same property. We can thus state the following result. Both Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 4 can be viewed as dynamic programming schemes in trees. As was shown in [17], such schemes sometimes enjoy improved running times by replacing the bottom-up traversal with a so-called leftright traversal. Since in our problem the optimal value at a node depends on an optimal bijective assignment of ports to child nodes, it seems difficult to apply such techniques here.
ADDITIVE APPROXIMATION SCHEMES
An additive polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) is a type of approximation algorithm that, for each desired precision , provides a solution of value at most OPT þ UBD, where OPT denotes the optimal value and UBD is some input-dependent upper bound, with a running time that is polynomial in the input size. If the running time is also polynomial in 1 , then the algorithm is an additive fully-polynomial-time approximation scheme (FPTAS).
We develop additive approximation schemes for minmax and min-sum based on the pseudopolynomial-time algorithms and notion of discretization. Given the desired precision , the idea is to appropriately scale the target powers and port gains, such that the algorithms in Section 5 have a running time that is polynomial in the size of the modified input and
1
. Specifically, for a discretization step s 2 N, of which the value will be made precise later, we define a modified input of min-max and min-sum by rounding all target powers p v ; v 2 V L , as well as all port gains gðÞ; 2 L v ; g 2 G v ; v 2 V I , to the closest multiple of s. Hereafter, we denote byp v ; v 2 V L and gðÞ; 2 L v ; g 2 G v ; v 2 V I , the discretized coefficients. We show that running the algorithms in Section 5 with the modified input leads to an FPTAS. 
By setting s ¼ d
U n e for min-max and s ¼ d U n 2 e for minsum, we obtain ALG OPT þ U. To quantify the running time, it is sufficient to consider OðU=sÞ out of the U values in V, because all power coefficients in the discretized input are multiples of s. This yields a running time of
GREEDY SOLUTION
For the purpose of comparison, we also consider a greedy approach for min-sum and min-max. The principle of greedy algorithms has been widely adopted for NPhard problems. Similar to the previous algorithms, the greedy algorithm here makes equipment selection following the bottom-up order of the inner nodes of tree T . For each inner node v 2 V I , the greedy algorithm considers the set of compatible equipment types G v , and, for each type, all its port assignments. For each of such selections, the power deviations of the leaf nodes in subtree T v are calculated by taking the BS power, and adding the port gains of the current inner node as well as all those of the downstream inner nodes in subtree T v . The equipment type and port assignment yielding the smallest sum and maximum power deviations for T v are then selected for min-sum and min-max, respectively. The algorithm terminates when it has processed all the inner nodes. The procedure is formalized in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5. Greedy
for all v 2 V I with non-increasing depth do 3: Denote by w 1 ; . . . ; w k the children of v, with k ¼ jN v j 4: for all g 2 G v do 5:
hðgÞ ¼ OptAssigmentðg; P w 1 ; P w 2 ; . . . ; P w k Þ 6: g Ã ¼ argmin g2G v hðgÞ 7: Set P v :¼ fp À g Ã ðpðwÞÞ : p 2 P w ; w 2 N v g 8: return maxfjpj : p 2 P r g for min-max, and P p2P r jpj for min-sum
The computations in OPTASSIGMENT are similar to those in OPTLABEL. The difference lies only in the way of computing the edge weight. For min-max, the weight is max p2Pw jp À gðpðwÞÞj whereas for min-sum it is P p2P w jp À gðpðwÞÞj.
NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION
In this section we provide numerical results. The number of nodes of the tree scenarios ranges between 20 and 400. The maximum out-degree k ¼ 5. The number of children of each inner node follows a uniform and random distribution within ½2; 5. Following the description of P-DAS in [9] , [15] , the root power is set to 50 dBm, and the antenna target power is an integer in range ½0; 10 dBm. As was mentioned earlier, the power of the root in the algorithmic computations can be set to be zero, with the target powers shifted accordingly. For each of the four possible values of inner node degree in range ½2; 5, there are five equipment types that differ in the port gains. The port gains are in the interval ½À15; 0 dB and integral. All computations have been conducted on a computer equipped with a dual core AMD 2.71 GHz CPU and 1.75 GB RAM. For each network size, the algorithms have been applied to 10 instances and the average values are used for performance comparison. Fig. 5 displays the computing time (in logarithmic scale) of the two exact algorithms for min-max. In this figure, the y-axis is in logarithmic scale for better visibility. From the figure, it is apparent that Algorithm 1 is inferior in comparison to Algorithm 4, by at least one order of magnitude, as the former explicitly enumerates the possible port assignments. In addition, the time difference grows rapidly in network size n. For min-sum, the difference becomes even larger and Algorithm 1 is not able to tackle instances with n > 20 within any reasonable time, due to which we omit detailed comparison for min-sum. All these observations are fully in line with the complexity analysis in Section 5.
Based on the above results, in the following we focus on the additive FPTAS of Algorithm 4. For the FPTAS, note that the discretization step s is a positive integer. Given s, there is a corresponding maximum , for which the gap U is however instance-dependent. Moreover, as the power and gain values are integral (in dBm and dB, respectively), setting s ¼ 1 is equivalent to obtaining the global optimum by Algorithm 4. Hence we present the computing time of the additive FPTAS in respect of s, and then provide the resulting gap values. Fig. 6 presents the computing time of the FPTAS, and compares the values to those of Algorithm 4. For the two objectives min-max and min-sum, the latter requires higher computing effort; this is consistent with the difference in the time for running OPTLABEL (k 2:5 logk versus k 3 , see Section 6). Setting s ¼ 2, the number of labels to be treated is reduced by at least half. This effect can be observed in Fig. 6 . Moreover, letting s go beyond four does not yield any noticeable reduction in time. This is because the port gains have range ½À15; 0 dB. With s ¼ 2, there are thus nine possible values after discretization. The number goes down to five for s ¼ 4, but only to four for s ¼ 6. Both s ¼ 8 and s ¼ 10 lead to three possible values and therefore there should not be any further noticeable difference in computing effort, and this is indeed verified by the results in Fig. 6 .
Both Algorithms 1 and 4 have global optimality guarantee. In the next part of performance evaluation, we examine the power deviation of the FPTAS scheme in relation to global optimum, i.e., the difference between the power deviation of FPTAS and that of global optimum, normalized by the latter. In Fig. 7 , we show this relative gap of the FPTAS in respect of the discretization step s. Note that when s ¼ 1, the FPTAS coincides with Algorithm 4 and hence the optimality gap in power deviation is zero, because the input is integer-valued. For larger s, the increase in gap with respect to s exhibits approximatively a linear shape. This is expected because of the (roughly) linear relation between s and . Moreover, the gap grows in network size, verifying the analysis in Section 6 that for the same value of s, the additive precision that can be guaranteed is dependent on n (min-max) and n 2 (min-sum). By the same analysis, the gap for min-sum should be empirically higher than that for minmax, as confirmed by the figure.
As the last part of performance evaluation, we consider the greedy algorithm in Section 7 and show its optimality gap in Fig. 8 . In comparison to the FPTAS (cf. Figs. 7a and 7b), the greedy algorithm has comparable performance only for min-max and if the coarsest step size is used in the FPTAS. In all other cases, the greedy algorithm is clearly inferior, thus justifying the development of the proposed approximation scheme.
COST CONSIDERATIONS
In this section we consider min-max and min-sum with equipment cost. For each node v 2 V I , let cðgÞ 2 N denote the cost of the compatible equipment type g 2 G v . One way to address the cost aspect is to introduce a budget B 2 N for equipment installation; thus a solution is feasible if P v2V I cðg v Þ B.
Algorithm 1 can be modified to account for a budget constraint as follows. A label ' is expanded, for both min-max and min-sum, to contain an additional component, representing the equipment cost incurred in the subtree. The cost is obviously zero at all leaf nodes. At an inner node v 2 V I , the function COMBINELABELS returns a label of which the cost equals the sum of the cost in each label ' w for w 2 N v , plus that of the equipment type in question. This label is added to L 0 v only if the cost does not exceed B. The label selection phase for constructing L v is adapted as well. Specifically, choosing an optimal label is conducted for each potential power p 2 V for v as well as each b 2 V for T v , that is, argmin '2L 0 v f ' ðpÞ is computed subject to a total cost of at most b. As the worst-case number of labels in L v increases to BU, the running time becomes Oðnðmk!ðBUÞ k c 1 þ ðBUÞ 2 c 2 ÞÞ, where k, c 1 , and c 2 are defined as in Theorem 2. For Algorithm 4, dealing with a budget constraint is more involved. In fact, applying the algorithm requires a slight violation (and hence relaxation) of the budget constraint. More precisely, for any desired accuracy > 0, there exists a randomized pseudopolynomial-time algorithm that returns an equipment solution performing not worse than ð1 þ Þ times the optimum, using a budget of at most ð1 þ ÞB. Toward these ends, the routine OPT-LABEL has to solve a budgeted linear assignment (or bottleneck linear assignment) problem on a multigraph. This problem amounts to selecting an assignment of children to ports as well as a label for each children so as to minimize the objective while satisfying the budget. The multi-graph stems from the fact that, for each port-child pair, the children's labels give rise to parallel edges with different objective function contributions and equipment costs. This problem can be transformed to finding a perfect matching in a bipartite graph subject to a budget constraint, a problem for which there exists a randomized FPTAS [6] , [11] , [21] . The underlying idea of the FPTAS in Section 6 is easily extended to obtain a solution of value at most OP T þ U with equipment cost no greater than ð1 þ ÞB. If the budget constraint is strict, however, both min-max and min-sum become much harder to approximate, and we are not aware of results in line with those in Section 6. The above extensions remain applicable for equipment re-optimizaton given new equipment types and cost considerations. For each inner node, the type of equipment currently installed is in the compatible equipment set of the node with cost zero. This problem, subject to a strict budget constraint, does admit an FPTAS if the equipment cost is equal for all the new equipments types, as in this case there is no need for discretization. However, if one is allowed to move the currently installed equipment from a node to another one (assuming it is compatible for both), the problem becomes significantly harder, and the algorithms are no longer applicable. In this case both min-max and min-sum become strongly NP-hard, which can be shown from a reduction from three-PARTITION and, therefore, unless P = NP, there is neither a pseudopolynomial-time algorithm, nor an additive FPTAS.
CONCLUSIONS
We have considered a combinatorial optimization problem on a tree, where the node configurations along the path from the root to each leaf determine the performance value at the leaf, with the application context of equipment selection in passive distributed antenna systems. The objective function is to minimize the maximum or the total deviation from the specified target values at the leaves. We have shown that both min-max and min-sum are weakly NPhard. The bulk of our algorithmic development leads to the following results. For global optimality, we have developed pseudopolynomial-time algorithms for the general problem setting as well as for trees with bounded node out-degree. Based on these algorithms, fully-polynomialtime additive approximation schemes are derived. These results settle the complexity status of both min-max and min-sum, in view of the fact that no polynomial approximation algorithm with a multiplicative approximation factor exists unless P = NP. In addition, we have provided algorithmic extensions to account for equipment cost budget.
The study is subject to several extensions. One line of research is to examine if the running time of the pseudopolynomial-time algorithms can be further improved by studying, for example, if extensions of the technique in [17] can be derived. A second interesting topic is formed by follow-up studies of min-max and min-sum with a cost budget. Another extension is to consider the capacitated version of the equipment selection problem, in which a maximum number of units is specified for each equipment type. Finally, the problem of joint topology and equipment selection optimization calls for further research. " For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
